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Abstract 
Brushless Doubly Fed Induction Generator (BDFIG) is one of the upcoming machines which is under research study to be used in 
offshore windfarms as it has many advantages over the conventional machines. Electromagnetism, the study of electric and 
magnetic fields plays the vital role in the design of machines. Electric machines are used in novel applications around the world, 
driven by the need for greater power efficiency in the transportation, aerospace and defense, and industrial automation areas. It is 
difficult to design a machine to meet all the performance criteria. ANSYS Maxwell software is a powerful tool to analyze all the 
relevant performance indices related to machine design. Finite element method is used in this software for the accurate analysis of 
the modeled machine. In this paper, design of 1.1 kW Brushless Doubly Fed Induction Generator (BDFIG) for 2/6 pole 
configuration and 4/8 pole configuration are done and analysis of the configurations are carried out using ANSYS Maxwell 
software. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Amrita School of Engineering, Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham University. 
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1. Introduction 
BDFIG as the name says it has double feeds through the two stator windings with different pole pair numbers. The 
pole pair numbers are chosen so as to avoid direct coupling such that the difference between the numbers of pole 
pairs of the two windings should be an integer greater than one. The two windings are fit into one set of slots as 
double layers. When this Generator is used as a part of Wind Electric Conversion System (WECS), the stator 
windings are named as power winding (PW) connected to grid directly and Control winding (CW) which is 
connected to grid through power electronic converters. It is a variable speed wind electric generator with the 
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advantage of the absence of brushes and slip rings and smaller converter size. The Brushless Doubly Fed Machine 
(BDFM) can be operated as a motor or generator. The relative power flows in the machine windings depend on 
whether the machine is motoring or generating, and whether it is running at, below or above natural speed.  
 
Nomenclature 
Bav   Magnetic loading  
Ac  Electrical loading  
P  No of poles  
Φ  Flux per pole  
Iz  Current in each conductor  
Z  Total no of conductor 
PC   No. of poles of control winding  
PP  No. of poles of power winding 
ωp  Angular frequency of power winding 
ωc  Angular frequency of control winding 
Φ  Flux 
D  Armature diameter of stator bore 
L  Stator core length 
Iz  Current in each conductor 
Z  Number of conductors 
B1, B2  Peak magnetic flux density 
T  Angular position around circumference   
2. Design of  1.1 kW BDFIG 
The selection of generator ratings solely depends on the application. In this paper,  BDFIG is designed for 1.1kW as 
the aim is to develop a laboratory prototype model of the machine to study its behavior in static and dynamic 
conditions. By considering the standards, magnetic loading Bav is fixed as 0.45 Wb/sq.m for both 2/6 and 4/8 pole 
configurations. The rotor is traditionally designed as nested loop, which couples the stator magnetic fields indirectly. 
The number of rotor nests or poles should be equal to the summation of stator windings pole pair numbers to provide 
indirect coupling between PW and CW magnetic fields. Since there is no direct coupling of the stators and a special 
rotor design is used to couple between the two stator windings the machine experience three magneto motive forces 
(MMFs), the first in the stator directly supplied from the mains, the second in the stator supplied from the converter 
and the third induced in the rotor. The normal mode of operation of the BDFIG is synchronous mode, where the 
angular shaft velocity ωr is determined by the excitation frequency of the PW and that of the CW. Synchronous speed 
of the BDFIG is given by [1], [2]. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of BDFIG. 
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The BDFM will work as a generator when the speed of rotation of the machine is above the natural speed as given by 
the above equation. During this time both the windings will give power out to the grid when it acts in WECS. In 
synchronous mode of operation, stator air gap magnetic flux density rotates at Z/p rad/sec [4]. From the software 
analysis, the obtained flux density distribution for 1.1kW BDFIG shows that the changes in magnetic field in the air 
gap occurs only between teeth and the change in magnetic field is linear across the slot mouth.   
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Fig. 1. Schematic configuration of BDFIG 
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Maximum flux density (2/6 poles) =1.5*1.16=1.74 Wb/m2                                                                                (6) 
Maximum flux density (4/8 poles) =1.5*1.54=2.31 Wb/m2.                                                                               (7) 
Speed, Specific magnetic loading and Specific electrical loadings are the factors that affect the size of the machine. If 
these are increased size and cost of the machine will be get reduced. In that manner,  4/8 pole configuration is better. 
But by considering the efficiency calculation 2/6 pole configuration is having more efficiency. Specific magnetic 
loading and specific electric loading for BDFIG are given respectively by [4]
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Efficiency at full load for 2/6 pole configuration = 1100/1759x100=62.25%                                                     (10) 
Efficiency at full load for 4/8  pole configuration = 1100/1836x100=59.88%                                                    (11) 
The number of slots in the stator is selected as 36 and number of rotor slots is selected as 24 by considering machine 
design standards along with the reduction of mechanical difficulty, flux pulsation and magnetic noise. Table 1 to 
Table 5 show the analytical design details of 2/6 and 4/8 pole BDFIG  configurations. 
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2.1. BDFIG Design Table 2/6 and 4/8 pole configuration 
                                                                                          Table 1 Machine Data 
Parameter                     Value  Value 
Machine type               BDFIG BDFIG 
Number of poles            4/8 2/6 
Windage loss                22W 
Reference speed            52.35 rad/sec 
22W 
78.53 rad/sec  
                                          Table 2 Stator Data 
Parameter                       Value for 4/8 config. Value for 2/6 config 
Outer diameter               171.382mm 175mm 
Inner diameter                140mm             140mm 
Stack length                   127mm 
Stacking factor               0.95 
Number of slots             36 
127mm 
0.92 
36 
                                   Table 3 Stator Winding Data 
Parameter                          Value for 4/8 config. Value for 2/6 config 
Winding layers                  Double Double 
Winding type                     wave wave 
Conductors per slot          45/60 
Stacking factor                 0.95 
Number of slots                36 
Steel type                          M19_24G 
37(6 pole)57(pole) 
0.92 
36 
M19_24G 
                                                                                       Table 4 Rotor Data 
Parameter                         Value for 4/8 config. Value for 2/6 config 
Stacking factor                 0.92 0.92 
Number of slots                24 24 
Outer diameter                 139 
Shaft diameter                  97.33 
Conductor type                Bar(Nested loop) 
End ring                           6mmx7mm 
Steel type                         M19_24G 
139mm 
97.33mm 
Bar(Nested loop) 
6mmx6mm 
M19_24G 
Table 5 Machine Performance analysis 
Parameter                            Value for 4/8 config. Value for 2/6 config 
Total iron loss                        107W 
Output at full load                 1100W 
Input at full load                    1836.84VA 
Efficiency at full load           59.88% 
Operating temperature          45oC       
Mean flux density                 1.15Wb/m2 
Electric loading                     1012 
147.95 
1100W 
1759.45VA 
62.25% 
50.7OC 
1.74Wb/m2 
9585 
 
2.2. BDFIG Analysis using ANSYS Maxwell software 
ANSYS Maxwell is electromagnetic field simulation software. It uses the accurate finite element method to 
solve static, frequency domain and time varying electromagnetic and electric fields. Adaptive meshing process is one 
of the attractive natures of this software. In this paper, for the analysis, simulation has been done for 0.2 seconds for 
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the   4/8 and 2/6 configurations by applying an angular speed 5% more than the rated natural speed so that the 
machine will be working in the generator mode. Table 6 shows the 2D FEM analysis results. 
Table 6     2D FEM Analysis 
Parameter                               Value  Value 
Machine type                          BDFIG BDFIG 
Number of poles                      4/8 2/6 
Flux linkage in PW                 1.96 Wb 
Flux linkage in CW             1.23Wb 
 
Current in PW                         123.79A 
1.48 Wb  
0.87Wb 
 
28A 
Current in CW                         37.79A 
Frequency in PW 50Hz 
Frequency in CW 10Hz 
Input Voltage                         310.26V  
Induced voltage in PW  309V     
 Induced voltage in CW        199.27V  
Electric current density         2.666*107  A/m2        
Ohmic loss                            1.22*107 W/m3         
Magnetic field strength         2.48*105  A/m        
Angular velocity                   525.09rpm                
35.77A 
50Hz 
 
10Hz 
310.26V 
 
173.483V 
215.166V 
 
2.94*107 A/m2
 
1.5*107W/m3 
 
6.76*105A/m 
783.58rpm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                      
Fig. 2  Flux distribution of 2/6 pole BDFIG 
                 
                   Fig.3  Flux distribution of 4/8 pole BDFIG 
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x The no load air gap flux distribution for a 2/6 pole and 4/8 pole configurations of BDFIG are shown respectively 
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The no load air gap maximum flux density for 2/6 and 4/8 pole configurations are respectively 
1.74 Wb/m2  and  2.315 Wb/m2. 
x Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the Current, Induced voltage,  Input voltage in PW and flux linkage of  PW (Phase A) and 
CW (phase A) respectively for 4/8 pole configuration of BDFIG. 
x The no load air gap flux linkage got from ANSYS Maxwell software matches with the analytical results. The no 
load flux distribution for 2/6 configuration is 1.9T and for 4/8 configuration is 2.01T. So, it is seen that more flux 
distribution is in 4/8 configuration. 
x The best adaptive mesh chosen in the analysis is demonstrated in Fig. 6. 3D FEM model is shown in Fig. 7. 
3. Conclusion 
A design comparison between two configurations of BDFIG namely 2/6 and 4/8 are carried out in this paper and 
calculated the performance indices for the same using analytical methods. By using the designed data a 2D FEM 
model is created in the ANSYS Maxwell machine design software. The analysis of the two configurations is done 
considering the obtained no load flux distribution in the air gap. The magnetic flux developed almost coincides with 
the theoretical value calculated using the conventional methods.  
 
Fig. 4  Current, Induced voltage and Input voltage of PW Phase A for 4/8 pole BDFIG                
 
 Fig. 5  Flux Linkage in PW & CW for Phase A of 4/8 pole BDFIG 
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Fig. 6  Meshing of BDFIG       Fig.7.3D model of BDFIG 
 
It is found that the flux linkage and induced flux density is more for 4/8 pole configuration than that of 2/6 pole 
configuration. So the induced voltage is  also effective in 4/8 than 2/6 pole BDFIG. From the ohmic loss comparison, 
it is found that the 4/8 BDFIG is better. In the theoretical analysis also, it is found that total iron loss is less for 4/8 
configuration. So from the analysis, it can be concluded that 4/8 pole configuration is better than 2/6. The future work 
is to optimize the 4/8 pole configuration, design and implement the same as a part of WECS because of the 
advantages found in BDFIG compared to other types of Wind Electric Generators.                      
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